
Keeley TS9DX FleXI 4X2

The Most Advanced Tube Screamer Mod 
EVER!

Stop searching for the perfect overdrive pedal; this is eight pedals in one. The latest Keeley mod to the TS9DX 
by Ibanez gives you reliability, tone, and inspiration! This screamer is modified for true-bypass and has both 

of our most popular mods–the fidelity driven MOD PLUS and the high gain BAKED mod. The mods do not stop 
there. Each MODE has been optimized to produce sounds players have long been searching for. Dial in clean 
tones previously unheard as well as the sound of cascaded, multiple overdrive pedals for sustaining lead tones. 
Depend on Keeley Tone to put you in the creative tone zone!

These setting should be helpful for exploring the Flexi possibilities. To start, turn the Flexi 4x2 OFF and then set 
your amp for a clean tone or with just a bit of overdrive. Turn your Flexi 4x2 ON and adjust the Mode Knob to 
dial in the amount of “openness” you want to hear. 
Note: The stock footswitch does not work: True Bypass has been installed.

Now For Some Example Settings:

Toggle Gain Switch

Down – Cleaner. Keeley Mod Plus
Up – High Gain, Keeley Baked Mod

Super Clean

Drive Off / Level 10 O’clock / Turbo Mode             
Tone 1 O’clock / Gain Switch Down

British Flexi

Drive 9 O’clock / Level 12 O’clock / Turbo Mode, 
Tone 5 O’clock / Gain Switch Up
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You want some more, 
right here on the 

floor!?!?!

So there ya go!!! Those are just a few sample settings to get you to turn some knobs. The sounds depend greatly 
on your guitar and amp as well as how hard your amp is driven. With the Flex, however, it’s still very easy to set 
and create great sounds! 
Just to review: use the Gain Switch in the Up position (Keeley-Baked) for some extra kick, increased sustain and 
overdrive. With the Gain Switch Down it’s a cleaner (Keeley-MOD PLUS) tone. The overdrive of the FLEXI 
cleans up as you go from TS9 Mode (Highest Gain) through PLUS Mode, HOT Mode, to TURBO Mode (Lowest 
gain, most clean). Most of all–experiment. That’s the best way to get the most from your incredibly flexible and 
massive and... 
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advanced Tube Screamer Mod EVER!

Consider the Flexi and the Keeley Compressor to make a powerful combination! Give us a call or shoot us an 
email... Or you can visit our website in order to read up on the number of custom pedals and incredible mods we 
offer. Thank you and enjoy!


